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What are people looking at?

Maritime Statistics Q1 2017

Accounted for **34%** of statistical table traffic on UNCTADstat

4 out of Top 10 visited tables on UNCTADstat were Maritime

Top 5 Maritime Tables:
1. Merchant fleet by flag of registration and by type of ship, annual (11%)
2. Liner shipping connectivity index, annual (9%)
3. World seaborne trade by types of cargo and country groups, annual (5%)
4. Container port throughput, annual (5%)
5. Merchant fleet by country of beneficial ownership (2%)

Accounted for **18%** of country profile traffic
What Next?

Continue to develop new products
- New Maritime chapter in Statistics Handbook
- ‘visualise your data’ portal
- add value to data

Provide support to policy experts
- looking for new ideas & opportunities